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Across   
    

1 “I am an …” Mysterious, evil entity in the  24 Sexually explicit (initials) 
 New Testament preordained to rule the world  25 English hegemony (or hell) (initials) 

 and “mislead the nations” for a thousand years  26 Italian Mafia or incredible moron (initials) 

 until final overthrow at the Second Coming,  27 Great French film director (The Children of  
 invoked by Johnny Rotten in punk anthem   Paradise, Port of Shadows etc.) 

 Anarchy in the UK 29 What was Bosie? 

10 “Married to a …” Unkind assessment of the  32 Evil twin of swinging 60’s crime boss Reg 
 prince consort by The Sex Pistols in God Save 34 Exciting new Irish singer or English Nazis  

 The Queen  invade Soccer (initials) 

11 Elizabethan way of saying you (“For I have  35 Nazi England (initials) 
 sworn … fair, and thought … bright, who art  36 Electrifying young star in role of psychopathic  

 as black as hell, as dark as night”)  child killer in Fritz Lang’s M (initials) 

13 Lurid best-seller by sick puppy Brett Easton  37 Attack with artillery or machine-gun fire esp.  

 Ellis (initials)  from the air (from the German “to punish”) 

14 Sadly missed ex-daughter-in-law of moron  40 Johnny Farnham 

 unkindly invoked in 10 across 42 Friend of Big Ears (not Camilla) 
15 Musical symbol on left hand side of the stave 43 Extremely scary creature in recent American  

 indicating pitch of the music to follow (and  horror/suspense masterpiece (5, 5) 

 whether to read notes as “every good boy    
 deserves fruit” or “good boys deserve fruit  

 

Down 
 always”) 

18 Archaic, poetic way of saying that something  1 “I am an …” A follower of Mikhail Bakunin  
 happens a lot  and his belief in abolition of all government  

19 Name shared by English dolly bird singing  and authority, also invoked by Johnny Rotten  
 family (Gotta Pull Myself Together etc.) and  in Punk anthem Anarchy in the UK 

 tragic Australian writer (driven to suicide by 2 Roman Catholic saint (since 1935) executed  

 insensitive bastard painter husband)  for treason by Henry VIII in 1535 for refusal  
21 British fashion label with obscene variant on   to accept the Act of Supremacy establishing 

 famous Donna Karan New York acronym  the monarch, not the Pope, as head of the  

22 Fog, car, unicorn, hoon  Church of England (initials) 
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Down (contd.)   
    

3 Nymph in Greek myth ravished by Zeus  20 US 1950’s slang for good or desirable as in  

 disguised (implausibly) as a big fluffy cloud  “Gee Mom, that’s …” (as seen on Dennis the  

4 Mean, nasty, sadistic  Menace or Leave it to Beaver etc.) 
5 Happy occasion or Hitler order (initials) 23 Soap for washing clothes made by sinister  

6 Reaganomic nightmare (initials)  multi-national (not Fab, Bushland or Aware) 

7 Make rigid, hard or erect 28 Formally repudiate a position (or withdraw a  
8 Hated chief architect of the “fascist regime” in  statement) under pressure from an institution  

 Great Britain in 1970’s (God Save the Queen)  or regime to which it is unacceptable 

9 John, Bobby, John John (or American punk 30 Famous English cook 
 band with amusing, tasteless name (and songs 31 Someone who hoards their money whilst 

 such as Too Drunk to F*** etc.) (4, 8)  living miserably 

12 English nightmare (initials) 33 … the Beach, … the Road, … the Buses 

14 Destructive order (initials) 36 Name shared by Cambodian mass murderer  

15 Christian New Right or Cynthia Nolan   and sweet cockney Sun Hill WPC 

 remembered (initials) 38 Friend of Charles (initials) 
16 William Blake poem of social protest and 39 England’s darkest hour (or deepest hatred)  

 moral outrage (“I wander thro’ each charter’d  (or Damien Hirst) (initials) 

 street, near where the charter’d Thames does 40 Venice Beach or Virgin Birth or Victoria  
 flow” etc., etc.) (cf. Anarchy in the UK, God   Bitter (or Beckham) or Vinnie Barbarino  

 Save The Queen etc.)  (initials) 

17 What kind of state, in Johnny Rotten’s view  41 ? ? D. Where do Tosh, Meadows and D.I.  
 did Mrs. Thatcher create in Great Britain in   Burnside work (on The Bill)? 

 the 1970’s?   
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